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Solution Brief
LCM for Legal Costs and Budgets Management
Legal Cost Manager (LCM) solves the challenge of extracting and merging legal data from matter
management, time recording and legal financial systems for the purpose of managing, analyzing and
reporting on legal budgets and costs.
LCM has been specifically designed for law firms and enterprise legal departments to deliver a
comprehensive, easy-to-use financial creation management and reporting tool.
LCM enables law firms of all sizes to:


Build and track legal budgets in line with current UK reforms and guidelines;



Enable fast and accurate collaborative budget creation;



Automate the creation of Precedent H reports;



Extract, merge and deliver clear concise financial information in near-real time;



Swiftly and accurately create, manage, report and analyse legal matter financials;



Distribute legal budgets and costs to all stakeholders using the power of intranet or internet;



Identify and alert on budget overruns or potential overruns.

LCM is delivered as a flexible Software as a Service (SaaS), with a focus on affordability, scalability, ease-ofuse and integration with common tools such as Microsoft® Excel®.
LCM uses software dashboards which are accessed through your web browser without the need to install
any other software. LCM’s dashboards provide a complete legal business information environment for
building legal budgets and tracking incurred costs.
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Budget-Ready Matters in Seconds
LCM uses a wizard-like approach that allows you to
initiate matters with ready-to-go budgets already in
place. Budgets can be cloned from previous matters
using a ‘same-as-except’ approach, or assembled from
the ground up.
For phased matters, the phases can be built one at a
time, or created all in one go by selecting from a preset
list during matter initiation. This is particularly useful for
matters that require the preset list of phases like those
used for Precedent H reporting.
Only the basic information for each matter needs to be
held in LCM, so no duplication with the data in your
existing systems takes place. However, if you want to
use LCM for more comprehensive information reporting
– such as reporting by market sector or client – then this
can be easily done using LCM’s folder management
tools.
For batch initiation of multiple matters in LCM, a
spreadsheet interface is provided to Microsoft® Excel®.

Intuitive Budgeting
Once matters are initiated or uploaded, LCM provides an
intuitive budget-building environment using its Budget
Dashboard.
LCM allows separate budgets to be built for each phase
and the budgets for each phase to be assembled into
the overall budget for the matter. If a phase budget
changes – for example, after Precedent H review and
approval – then new versions are created for the
individual phases and the matter itself.

Each budget has three budget ‘cards’:
 A rate card, which lists the hourly rates for each level
or level/grade;


A time card, which holds the estimated hours for
each level;

An expenses card, which lists the estimated
disbursements in each expense category.
If required, the assumptions used in building each
budget can be described. For more detailed budgeting,
each assumption can even be assigned its own budget.
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Budget Dashboard – Key Features



Single spreadsheet-like view of each budget version
with drilldowns to details;
Budget cards for rates, hours and disbursements;



On-the-fly creation of assumptions linked to each
budget;



Dynamic updates of table and chart views.

Budget Versioning
When a budget is changed to a new version, it can be
copied and edited, or cloned using selectable rules. For
example, if a target budget is mandated, then LCM can
recalculate any combination of rates, hours and
disbursements to suggest a new budget in line with the
mandated total.

Margin Analysis and Reporting
LCM incorporates margin analysis for real time
assessment and tracking of margins during the budget
building and approval process. Margin analysis is
extended to the costs tracking dashboard to enable a
running tally of the ongoing profitability of each matter
and phase to be maintained.

Tracking Costs and Watching Matters

Costs Dashboard – Key Features

Once a budget is built and approved, it needs to be
tracked. LCM reports actuals against budget using its
Costs Dashboard, which incorporates an easy-to-read
set of linked reports and charts.
A special feature is the Watch List report, which is
configured as the default user view. The Watch List is
individual to each user, who selects matters in and out
by simple search, point and click. Once in the Watch
List, the selected matters appear in the Watch List
Report, which shows current budget tracking status for
hours, fees and disbursements separately and combined
into the total for each matter.



Single spreadsheet-like view of costs incurred
against budget for each matter and phase;



Drilldown to detailed budget v incurred reports for
each cost category;



Integrated importers for fast uploading of new
actuals data;
Link to Watch List Report for default user view of
current matters;




Proactive alerting (optional module).
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Alerts and Analysis
LCM incorporates intelligent alerting using configurable
thresholds, meaning that alerts are generated using
easy-to-follow exception reports.
For firms requiring more proactive alerting, alerts can be
linked to email, SMS or even a firm’s own business
information environment. LCM active alerting is
available as an optional module.

Interactive Precedent H
A special budgeting case is the requirement to conform
with Precedent H reporting in England and Wales.
Currently, Precedent H reporting is heavily spreadsheetdriven, with a spreadsheet being the standard format for
court reporting.
LCM complements this requirement with its Precedent H
Dashboard. The dashboard provides a formatted view
of the budget in the way that it will eventually be seen on
the spreadsheet.
The Precedent H Dashboard provides an interactive
environment for creating and amending budgets. The
latest versions of the Precedent Q and Precedent R
are also included, to ensure that all court-ready
reports are maintained and stored in one place.

‘Light-touch’ Integration

formats. Data integrity routines ensure that only
undamaged data is imported, while suspect data is
highlighted for intervention.
For smaller firms, or those without extensive systems,
LCM provides easy-to-use templates for importing
matters, timesheet and disbursements data via
Microsoft® Excel®.

Collaboration and Security
LCM is designed for secure collaborative use. It is
deployed in a web portal and uses a preconfigured set of
user role to define who can carry out each type of task
(for example, matter initiation, budget building and report
viewing).
As such, LCM’s system security and access control
makes it the ideal portal for information exchange with
internal lawyers or external qualified parties such as
counsel, costs draughtsman and funders.
LCM is accessed securely from any current browser
version. Data jurisdiction is unambiguous as the system
is hosted in secure English data centres.
Alternative hosting is available. Remote replication
amongst geographically separate data centres protects
data and provides disaster recovery. All data
transmission is encrypted.

LCM integrates with your existing legal systems, case
management and time recording for example, without
the need to modify them in any way. A set of easy-touse importers allow data like timesheets and incurred
disbursements to be imported into LCM in common
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About Digital Process Limited
We are a specialist British software solutions and
services provider and developer, delivering state of the
art, highly intuitive and competitively priced digital
solutions that automate a wide range of business
processes, improving existing business processes,
deliver greater management reporting and real time
insight to key areas of the business. The solutions we

Contact us

source and integrate deliver very precise functionality
that considerably reduces operational costs for UK and
international businesses.
Our solutions deliver substantial operational efficiencies,
increasing the competitive edge, profitability and the
customer service experience for a wide range of
business sectors.

Freephone 0800 1337940
info@digitalprocess.co.uk
www.digitalprocess.co.uk
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